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Normal-mode theory of nonspecular phenomena for a finite-aperture
ultrasonic beam reflected from layered media

X. Jiaa)
Groupe de Physique des Solides, Universite´s Paris 7 et Paris 6, Tour 23, 2 Place Jussieu,
75251 Paris Cedex 05, France

~Received 1996 October 8; accepted for publication 1996 November 5!

A normal-mode formalism is developed to describe the nonspecular effects of a finite-aperture
ultrasonic beam incident onto layered elastic media. Analytical expressions for the reflected field
have been obtained for various structures. This model proposed a unique physical picture and
resolved the conflict between various explanations made for the nonspecular reflection phenomena.
Novel features of leaky wave fields were observed at interfaces of liquid-solid and
liquid-solid-liquid structures. These results may be helpful for nondestructive evaluation of layered
structures and determination of material signatures in the acoustic microscope. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!00702-X#
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The nonspecular reflection phenomena of a finite ap
ture ultrasonic beam incident at a critical angle from a liqu
onto layered elastic structures have been the subject of
merous theoretical and experimental investigations over
last four decades.1–12 Following the discovery of analogou
effects in optics by Goos and Ha¨chen, ultrasonic nonspecula
reflection effects were originally studied by Schoch.1,2When
a beam is incident at a critical, phase match to a guided w
supported by layered structure, a portion of the incident
ergy is transferred into the excited wave. As it propaga
along the liquid-solid interfaces, this guided wave leak
back into liquids to form part of the reflected beam. F
illustrative purposes, a typical nonspecularly reflected fiel
schematically shown in Fig. 1, where characteristic regi
are delineated. In addition to the lateral~Schoch’s! displace-
ment, the resultant reflected field includes a null area an
trailing field that extends along the interface away from
specular~geometrical! reflection region. Experimental dem
onstrations have indicated the possible utility of the no
specular reflection phenomena in material characteriza
and detection of surface or subsurface defects.7,8 In recent
years, the leaky surface waves have received consider
attention because of its usefulness in advanced nondes
tive testing techniques such as acoustic microscopy. It
been established that leaky surface waves play a critical
in the determination of material signatures in the acou
microscope.13–16

An important step in the understanding of the nonspe
lar phenomena was made by Bertoni and Tamir.3 They de-
veloped an analytical model to describe the resultant
flected acoustic field using a superposition of incidentplane
waves reflected from the liquid-solid~L-S! interface. Owing
to a suitably simplified reflection coefficient, this approa
have an accurate expression for the reflected field comp
of two components. They indicated that the nonspecular
flection profiles is caused by the interference of a specul
reflected beam and a leaky surface wave. Their theory
vides a physical explanation of the observed ultrasonic in
sity null point, ap phase reversal of the field on either si
of the null, followed by a trailing ultrasonic field.4,5,7–9This
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method of analysis was employed later by other researc
to extend investigations to various layered elas
structures.6,8,10–12

Although the explanation given by Bertoni and Tam
for the results of the L-S reflection has generally been c
sidered as the physical cause of the nonspecular effects
confirmed by experiments on various layered structures, t
formalism, unfortunately, could not lead to the same phys
picture as in the case of multilayers such as a liquid-so
liquid ~L-S-L! structure. In contrast to the Rayleigh-ang
incidence, as shown by Pittset al.,6,10 the reflection coeffi-
cient of aplanewave when incident at a plate mode~Lamb!
angle is zero due to transmission. As a result, the compo
devoted to a specular reflection in the previous formalism
absent and the Lamb-type reflections can no longer be
scribed as the interference of a leaky guided mode excited
the incident beam with a specularly reflected beam! Con
quently, these authors proposed to describe the Rayleigh
Lamb-type reflections as interference of the reflected infin
plane waves which make up the incident beam. It should
recalled that both types of nonspecular reflections have s
lar reflection profiles, and both types of nonspecular refl
tions are caused by the same reflection coefficient. Theref
it is preferable to have a model that resolves the confl
between various physical explanation for the nonspec
phenomena. Moreover, a clear understanding of the n
specular phenomena, especially features of leaky sur
waves, can be very helpful in developing efficient techniqu
for measuring and monitoring properties of layered elas

FIG. 1. Nonspecularly reflected field of a bounded beam incident at a c
cal angle corresponding to a guided mode of the layered structure.
30909/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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 This article is
structures used in many modern and high performance
tems.

In this letter, we develop a simple normal-mode form
ism to describe the nonspecular phenomena for var
structures of planar layered media. Unlike previous theor
this model does not require calculating the reflection coe
cients that become extremely difficult, if not impossible, f
multilayered solids.11 Using a perturbation method, thi
model provides unified analytical expression of the reflec
field in terms of properties of normal modes supported
layered elastic structures. A clear and unique interpreta
of the physical mechanism is obtained. Several novel f
tures of leaky wave fields will also be discussed.

Let us first examine the leaky wave excitation in a la
ered elastic medium by the incident beam. For the sake
simplicity, we consider a 2-dimensional problem in that t
excited mode propagates in theyzplane along thez direction
and is uniform along they direction, i.e.,]/]x50. The wave
amplitudean(z) satisfies the normal mode equation,17,18

S ddz1 iknDan~z!5 f n~z!/4Pn, ~1!

wherekn represents the wave number of thenth propagating
mode,Pn is the associated average power flow, andf n is the
loading applied on the boundaries of the elastic wavegu
In the case where the elastic medium is immersed in a n
viscous liquid, only normal stressTyy is transferred onto the
upper and lower surfaces of the waveguide. Assume tha
width of the beam is much greater than the wavelen
in the liquid (2w@l) and strikes the
waveguide at an angle defined by Snell’s la
un5arcsin(kn /k0), wherek0 is the wave number in the liq
uid, only thenth normal mode is cumulatively excited.19 If
the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves have par
displacementsuI , uR , and uT , respectively, the boundar
conditions to be satisfied aty5b/2 are

~uI1uR!cosun5anuny~b/2!, ~2a!

Tyy~b/2,z!52 ivZ0~uI1uR!, ~2b!

and aty52b/2 are

uTcosun5anuny~2b/2!, ~3a!

Tyy~2b/2,z!52 ivZ0uT , ~3b!

whereZ0 is the acoustic impedance of the liquid. Writin
Eqs.~2a! and ~3a! implies that the displacement field of th
leaky mode in the presence of the liquid loading is appro
mated as that of a normal mode obtained in the stress-
310 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 70, No. 3, 20 January 1997
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condition. This perturbation analysis is valid in most prac
cal cases where a liquid density is much smaller than th
of layered solid media. By eliminating the reflected a
transmitted componentsuR anduT from Eqs.~2! and~3!, one
obtains the following mode equation governingan(z):

18,20

F ddz1 ikn1anGan~z!52
dv2Z0uny* ~b/2!uI~0,z!

2Pn
, ~4!

where the parameteran5an11an2 corresponds to the lea
rate or attenuation per unit length when the liquid is pres
at the upper (y5b/2) or both (y56b/2) L-S interfaces,

an1,n25vdZ0uuny~b/2!u2/~4Pncosun!. ~5!

Herean1 andan2 represent the leak rate of a guided wa
through the upper and lower L-S interfaces. In the case o
symmetric waveguide, such as a uniform elastic plate, ei
symmetric or antisymmetric modes are possible with resp
to the meridian plane (y50). As a result, the leak rate
through the upper and lower boundaries shall be the s
an15an25an /2. In order to compare our results with pre
vious theories, we consider the incidence of a Gaussian b
with effective aperture of 2w. The length of its projection
along thez direction isw05w/cosun ,

uI~0,z!5UI exp@2~z/w0!
22 iknz#. ~6!

By definingan5Anexp(2 iknz) and substitutinguI(0,z) in
Eq. ~4!, the amplitude of the excited leaky modeAn(z) in the
presence of the liquid can be determined from21

An~z!52uI~0,z!~Ap/4Pn!v
2w0Z0uny* ~b/2!

3exp~gn
2!erfc~gn! ~7!

with gn52z/w01anw0.
Now it is possible to examine the contribution of th

leaky wave to the total reflected field. From Eq.~2a!, the
reflected field can be readily expressed as

uR~0,z!5uSP~0,z!1uLW~0,z!, ~8!

as a sum of two components in thatuSP(0,z)52uI(0,z)
obviously corresponds to a specularly reflected field. Us
Eqs.~2a! and~5!, the second oneuLW is given by the relation

uLW~0,z!5Ap~an1w0!uI~0,z!exp~gn
2!erfc~gn!], ~9!

which should represent the radiation of the leaky wave.
the case of a L-S structure, one hasan250 andan15an

equal to the attenuation of the leaky surface wave. The c
plete reflected field determined by Eqs.~8! and ~9! thus re-
duces to the identical result given by Bertoni and Tamir
FIG. 2. Resulting reflected fields of displacement~solid curve! along the upper liquid/solid interface of a L/S structure for the caseh50.3 ~a!, h51 ~b!, and
h53 ~c!. The nonspecular effects are caused by the interference of a specularly reflected fielduSP ~short-dashed! and a leaky wave fielduLW ~long-dashed!.
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FIG. 3. Similar reflected fields of displacement to Fig. 2, along the upper liquid/solid interface of a L/S/L structure for the caseh50.3 ~a!, h51 ~b!, and
h53 ~c!.
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the Rayleigh-type reflection from a L-S interface.3 When a
bounded beam is incident at a critical angle onto a laye
elastic structure such as a solid plate immersed in w
~L-S-L structure!, as shown above,an15an /2 is half of the
leak rate associated with a Lamb mode radiating through
upper and lower surfaces. The corresponding reflected
deduced from Eqs.~8! and ~9! is the same as the previou
result given in the specific case of a L-S-L structure,6 except
that the result obtained in this analysis is more general
‘S’ denotes any symmetrical layered structure.

In addition to the extension developed for various la
ered elastic structures, this analytical model provides
unique interpretation of the physical mechanism of the n
specular reflection effects. As shown in Eqs.~8! and~9!, for
various layered elastic structures, the resultant reflected
can still be described as interference of a specularly refle
field and a leaky guided wave. However, it is noted that
leaky wave fielduLW obtained in this analysis@Eq. ~9!# is
different from that given in the previous theory.3 Figures 2
and 3 show nonspecular reflection profiles of a Gauss
beam incident onto L-S and L-S-L structures, respective
with separate contributions of specularly reflected field a
leaky wave field. These profiles were calculated for two v
ues of the parameterh5anw0, combining the width of the
incident beamw, the critical angle definingw05w/cosun
and the leak ratean . For a given value ofh<1, the resultant
reflected field is generally distorted, including a lateral be
displacement, a null region, and a trailing field, as obser
in experiments~Fig. 1!. Like the previous theory, ap phase
reversal of the field on either side of the null is observ
When increasingh.1, the reflected beam becomes a lit
distorted for the case of a L-S structure and undergoes on
Schoch displacement@Fig. 2~c!#. It is found that in genera
the strength of leaky waves and resultant reflected fields
L-S structure is much more than those for L-S-L structu
due to transmission. The nonspecular effects of transmi
fields will be described elsewhere.21

Another important aspect of the theoretical formalis
presented in this work is the prediction of several interest
features of leaky wave fields. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
leaky wave field extends well beyond the specular region
its maximum shifts to the right of the reflection axis. Unlik
the previous prediction,3 the leaky wave field and the spec
larly reflected field are shown to be out of phase with ea
other over all regions of the L-S interface. This result reviv
the earlier hypothesis of Neubauer.4 Furthermore, the char
acteristic features of the leaky wave fields illustrated here
consistent with the qualitative description given by a r
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 70, No. 3, 20 January 1997
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theory for predicting the acoustic material signature o
specimen.14 The good physical feel offered by this mod
will enable insight into the parameters affecting measu
ments in the acoustic microscope.

In summary, a normal-mode formalism was presen
for analyzing the nonspecular reflection effects of a Gauss
beam incident at interfaces of layered elastic structures. O
ing to a simple perturbation method, the reflected field h
been obtained in a unified formulation, composed of a spe
larly reflected field and a leaky wave field. This model cla
fies the inconsistencies that were found in previous theo
for the interpretation of the physical mechanism of the no
specular effects. Complete reflected fields were observed
L-S and L-S-L structures. Interesting features of leaky wa
fields have been revealed by the present model, which
consistent with experimental observations. These results
be useful for measurements in the acoustic microscope.

The author thanks L. Adler and M. de Billy for the us
ful discussions.
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